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Curtis, Christopher Paul. The Watsons Go to Birmingham.
Kenny's family is known in Flint, Michigan, as the Weird Watsons, for lots of good reasons. Younger sister
Joetta has been led to believe she has to be overdressed in the winter because Southern folks (their mother is
from Alabama) freeze solid and have to be picked up by the city garbage trucks. Kenny does well in school and
tries to meet his hard-working parents' expectations. After a string of misdeeds, Mr. and Mrs. Watson decide
that tough guy, older brother Byron must be removed from the bad influences of the city and his gang. They feel
that his maternal grandmother and a different way of life in Birmingham might make him appreciate what he
has. Since the story is set in 1963, the family must make careful preparations for their trip, for they cannot count
on food or housing being available on the road once they cross into the South.
DePrau, Jeanne. City of Ember.
The novel takes place in the dark city of Ember, a decaying place with no natural light surrounded by the vast
Unknown. Although ancestors had arranged a plan for leaving Ember after the inhabitants have spent 200 years
there, a corrupt mayor lost the information many years before the novel begins. Two hundred and forty-one
years later, Ember's electrical lighting frequently fails, supplies are dwindling, and the populace is growing
increasingly frightened. Twelve-year-old Doon and his acquaintance Lina are intent on finding a way to save
Ember.
Korman, Gordon. Schooled.
Homeschooled on an isolated "alternate farm commune" that has dwindled since the 1960s to members, 13year-old Cap has always lived with his grandmother, Rain. When she is hospitalized, Cap is taken in by a social
worker and sent—like a lamb to slaughter—to public school. Smart and capable, innocent and inexperienced
(he learned to drive on the farm, but he has never watched television), long-haired Cap soon becomes the butt of
pranks. He reacts in unexpected ways and, in the end, elevates those around him to higher ground.
Bodeen, S.A. The Compound.
Eli has been living with his parents in The Compound for six years. The Compound is an elaborate nuclear
bomb shelter his father spent an enormous amount of money to build in order to keep his family safe from
nuclear fallout. The plan is to stay underground for fifteen years until the radiation danger has passed.
Eli has had the hardest time adjusting to life in The Compound. In his six years there, he has steadily distanced
himself from everyone in the family. He maintains a strict schedule of exercise, studying, chores, and reading.
His loneliness comes from the fact that not everyone made it to The Compound.

